
Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background and Motivation of the Thesis 

Today's market trend severely push Telecom Operators to undergo a transforn1ation of 

their existing network infrastructure to an "all-Internet Protocol (IP)" transport service 

environment to meet the demand for Next Generation Networking (NGN) for the next 5 to 

10 years. The general idea behind NGN is that one network transports all information such 

as services like voice, data, and all sorts of media such as video by encapsulating these 

into packets. NGN is a packet based network which able to provide services including 

telecommunication services and able to make use of multiple Quality of Service (QoS) 

enabled broadband transport technologies and in which service-related functions are 

independent from underlying transport-related technologies. NGN is based on Internet 

technologies including IP and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS). 

"Ali-IP" network transition and evolution to new services and its widespread usc of IP 

pose new challenges for network operations like network dimensioning, planning, and 

engineering. Operators have to rapidly deploy new services on a converged network, 

making ensure for the QoS for given Service Level Agreement (SLA). These data-oriented 

new services generate a wide variety of traffic profiles, characterized by dynamics on a 

broad time-scale. These different classes of traffic have to be classified based on available 

QoS architectures to ensure service delivery at the same time maximizing network 

resources. One of the promising ways to achieve this is to use MPLS-TE with 

differentiated services (DiffServ) [ 1] and these services can be specified with multiple 

parameters based on per hop behavior (PHB) specified at each router. The main reason to 

provide differentiated services is to safe guard higher premium or platinum service 

customer traffic even under network congestion. Two major categories proposed by IETF 

for DifiServ [ 19] are assured forwarding (AF) and expedited forwarding (EF). 



The standardization of DiffServ over MPLS-TE has been carried out by IETF [ 1-51 and 

several similar researches have been done in this area. Some ofthese are described below. 

1. MPLS and TE in IP Networks - Rapid growth and increasing requirement for 

service equality, reliability and efficiency have made traffic engineering as 

essential consideration in the design and operation of a large Internet backbone 

networks. Internet TE addresses the issue of perforn1ance optimization of 

operational networks and discusses the applications of MPLS to TE in IP networks 

[6]. 
/ 

2. Internet QoS: A big picture - Presents a framework for the emerging QoS. The 

important components of the framework are RSVP, differentiated services, MPLS 

and constrained routing. Described how differentiated services are implemented 

and two architectures are presented for end to end service deliveries [7]. 

In this work we propose a flexible customizable IP SLA program to provide SLA 

performance reports to customers and an implementation of MPLS-TE tunnels for 

effective backbone links utilization is simulated in a lab environment. To ensure QoS 

packets were classified according to differentiated service code point values and mapped 

to a proper traffic engineered tunnel so that important traffic reaches the destination during 

congestion. MPLS-TE is a growing implementation in today's service provider networks. 

MPLS adoption in service provider networks has increased heavily due to its inherent TE 

capabilities. Very high data transfer rates have been achieved in the backbone and the 

significance of all MPLS switched networks are increasing. Therefore for the long nm this 

technology and its capabilities are an attractive alternative to growing operators. 

1.2 Goal of the Thesis 

This thesis is a demonstration of how to effectively use under-utilized core network 

backbone links and controlling that bandwidth for different service types while ensuring a 

guaranteed SLA to the end customers. An open source based network simulator is used for 

initial study purpose and to build a network topology with MPLS-TE tunnels and actual 

results are derived from a real lab network environment. TE shows ways of utilizing the 
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backbone constantly rather than routing protocols to decide upon desired paths always, 

and also a software program being developed using JAY A to provide SLA performance 

reports to end users. Together with MPLS-TE coupled with Differentiated services QoS 

architecture for packet treatment service provider can ensure the required SLAs to their 

customers and provide customizable SLA reports on those services economically using the 

IP SLA program. 

1.3 Structure of the Thesis 

_,. 

The second chapter of this thesis starts with a review of historical development of MPLS 

communication systems, describes the generations and advantages of using MPLS 

network. Section 2.4 introduces architecture of MPLS protocol stack and in section 2.5 

MPLS network over view is explained. Sections 2.6 and 2.7 describe the traditional 

routing and packet switching and MPLS operation. The Chapter 3 introduces MPLS-TE 

and techniques and operation. 

Chapter 4 describes the MPLS and QoS when using differentiated services for packet 

treatment, and use of IP Service Level Agreements (SLAs) to ensure quality of service to 

end users. Chapter 5 discusses setting up a MPLS network topology and assigning traffic 

\·ia TE tunnels in a real lab environment. Furthermore it also describes a method to obtain 

IP SLA performance reports. These reports are obtained from a real operational live 

network. Chapter 6 gives the, conclusion and discussion of results and future works. 
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